Evolutionary rate of human tissue-specific genes are related with transposable element insertions.
The influence of transposable elements (TEs) on genome evolution has been widely studied. However, it remains unclear whether TE insertions also impact on evolutionary rate of human genes. In this study, we have compared the differences in TEs and evolutionary rates between human tissue-specific genes. Our results showed that various functional categories of human tissue-specific genes contained different TE numbers and divergent values of Ka/Ks, with human nucleic acid binding transcription factor activity genes having the fewest TE density and Ka/Ks value. Interestingly, we also found that human tissue-specific genes with TEs have also undergone faster evolution than those without TEs. Therefore, TEs have significant impact on the evolutionary rates of human tissue-specific genes. Furthermore, local genomic properties such as gene length, GC content and recombination rate may reflect a true transpositional bias for the particular TEs. Our results may provide important insights for further elucidating the evolution of human tissue-specific genes.